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Abstract 
Fiber-optic code divison multlple access (FO-CDMA) 1s well su~ted for h ~ g h  speed 
local area networks Unlpolar codes are required for ~ncoherent, asynchronous FO- 
CDMA networks To keep the probability of error low, codes must have low out-of-phase 
autocorrelation and crosscorrelat~on properties One dimens~ond Optical Orthogonal 
codes ( OOCs) whlch have good autocorrelatlon and crosscorrelation properties have the 
disadvantage that the length of the code increases rap~dly as the number of users or the 
weight of the code is increased As a solution to this problem, two dlmenslonal codes 
were designed and demonstrated But these two dimensional codes do not have good 
crosscorrelation properties 
In thls thesis we construct a new famdy of two dimens~onal codes which have nearly 
ideal autocorrelatlon and crosscorrelat~on properties, for ancoherent asynchronous FO- 
CDMA networks We construct temporai/spatial (T/S) codes by two methods one is 
algebraic and the other iterative By the first method, we construct a class of codes 
whose code words can be vlewed as the elements of the group of Integers under Addition 
Modulo LT (T/S AML codes), where LT is the length of the code We show that the 
number of codes that can be constructed is equal to the smallest prime factor of LT and 
the codes have crosscorrelation of '1' We verify the autocorrelation and crosscorrelation 
property of T/S AML codes exper~mentally 
For a given error probability, the temporal lengths required for T/S AML codes 
and OOCs are compared Further, we compare the capacities of a one d~mensional 
network employmg OOCs and a two dimensional network employmg T/S AML codes 
by mtroducing a hard-kmiter in the decoder for reducmg multiple access mterference 
We calculate the losses in three types of optlcal encoder/decoder and show that T/S 
single-pulse-per-row encoder/decoder has the lowest loss A novel architecture for a 
tunable encoder/decoder wlth reduced number of swltches is proposed 
